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Abstract: The BGO calorimeter is one of the most important payload of the Chinese Dark Matter Particle
Explorer, which can precisely measure the incident energy of cosmic ray. During the transporting, testing,
especially launching and flying on-orbit, the calorimeter has to tolerate the unexpected tough temperature
environments. Accordingly, a detailed thermal analysis has to be performed before launch. In this paper, we
create the BGO calorimeter thermal modal by hyper-mesh & NASTRAN FEM software based on the thermal
mechanical structure design. Then the temperature distribution of the BGO calorimeter with the given on-
orbit conditions are calculated which shows that the thermal structure design meets the demands to protect the
calorimeter from damage. Also, it will provide an essential theoretical basis for optimization design.
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1 Introduction
The DAMPE (Dark Matter Particle Explorer) supported by
Chinese Academy of Sciences(CAS), is one of the first five
scientific experiment satellites in China, whose major sci-
entific goal is to find the dark matter particle in the galaxy
[1, 2]. Thus, four detectors are configured including Plas-
tic Scintillator on the top with Silicon-Tungsten Tracker as-
sembled below, BGO calorimeter is inside the satellite and
Neutron detector at the bottom , as is seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: detectors of DAMPE

Among all these detectors ,BGO calorimeter is consid-
ered the heart of the DAMPE mission which will address
the following two questions:

• It will precisely measure the incident energy of the
cosmic ray,

• It will separate electrons from protons through longi-
tudinal and lateral distribution of energy across each
layer.

This paper introduces the BGO calorimeter briefly and
thermal structure design in the following part 2 and the
temperature distribution of the BGO calorimeter with the
given on-orbit conditions are caculated in part 3, and con-
clusions will be given in the end.

2 BGO calorimeter thermal structure
design

2.1 BGO calorimeter
As one of the most important payload of DAMPE, BGO
calorimeter is fully active, which mainly consists of 308
Bismuth Germanate(BGO) arranged in a stack of 14 layers
, with twenty-two 25mm by 25mm by 600mm BGO crys-
tals in each layer, and each adjacent layer is orthogonally
placed which is called X-layer and Y-layer. To place every
BGO crystal in the predesigned location, we use the CFRP
honeycomb case shown in Figure 2. BGO crystals are then
cemented with Sylgard 170 in the 22 CFRP(carbon fiber-
reinforced plastics )honeycomb case. Thus ,the calorimeter
acquires a 60cm * 60cm effective detection area with 32 ra-
diation length(X0, a characteristic distance for energy loss
by bremsstrahlung, and for BGO it’s about 1.12cm) ,also
about 1.59 nuclear interaction length. As a result , energy
of almost all energetic cosmic rays including electrons and
gamma rays will be deposited in the calorimeter.

Figure 2: BGO CFRP honeycomb case

Each crystal is coupled with attenuation film, by two
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Hamamatsu R5611 photomultiplier tubes(PMT) on either
end.The dynode signals are wired to the Front End Elec-
tronics (FEE) board that contains several VA32 chips based
on the design. Above all, we have presented a high dy-
namic range read-out system, in which a PMT and a
VA32 chip are used to measure the energy deposit in BGO
calorimeter. Through LED setup and cosmic ray calibra-
tion, the performance of dynamic range could cover a
range from 10MeV to 2TeV.

2.2 Thermal structure design
The BGO calorimeter power consumption parts include
PMT and the FEE board with around 62W in total and this
will be described in detail in Table 1.

Parts power by each NO. single side Totally
PMT 35mW 154 5.4W 22W
FEE 2.5W 4 10W 40W

Table 1: Power Consumption Parts

As BGO calorimeter will be fixed inside of the satellite,
it would not get direct sunshine; meanwhile, heat could
not radiate to space directly. So on each side of the Fara-
day case, two heat pipes will be assembled as depicted
in Figure 3; Thus, heat conducted to Faraday case from
PCBs inside will be conducted to the satellite radiant panel
through the heat pipe. To reduce the differences of temper-
ature range by (+) X-axis and (-) X-axis along with BGO
(similarly for the y side), the two radiant panel will be con-
nected by the ”U” heat pipe so that BGO together with
PMT would get a relatively symmetrical temperature dis-
tribution which may improve the ability of detection.

Figure 3: Faraday case with heat pipe and PCB

As the main heat producer, FEE board (seen in Table
1)will be directly fixed inside the Faraday case so that
the thermal contact resistance could be massively reduced
shown in Figure 3. For those ”large power consumption
parts”, for instance, FPGA, we will use the GAP-2000
silicon thermally conductive elastomer to directly connect
to the Faraday case. On the other hand , it will also do a
great favor in the PCBs protection from damage since it
gets a large and stable fixed area, which would be against
the vibration during the satellite launch. For PMT thermal
structure design, it is introduced as Figure 4.

PMT base power consumption will be conducted
through the longer support structure with a hook in the
end(material,2A12) since they support the Faraday case
outside which heat pipes are fixed. However, those with
shorter ones, heat will be conducted first to the short struc-

Figure 4: Heat conductivity of PMT

ture , and through the fixed Cu scaleboard ,heat will be
conducted to the adjacent longer one and then to the rela-
tively Faraday case . Heat will be conducted to the radiant
panel and finally to space.

3 FEA Modal and Thermal Analysis
The BGO thermal analysis modal consists of BGO crystals,
PMT, electronics boards including FEE and HV Fanout as
well as the heat-pipe supported by Faraday case, etc. Each
side of the electronics will be running all the time, so BGO
calorimeter temperature distribution could be processed as
symmetrical in the thermal analysis modal. In result, the
modal contains only half length of BGO with one side PCB
together with the Faraday case seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Single side FEM modal

Figure 6 depicts details of the PMT modal created by
Hyper-mesh and the blue parts represent the attenuation
film. Other parts of the BGO calorimeter have been simpli-
fied to some extent and will not described in detail.

Figure 6: PMT FEM modal
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The thermal parameters listed in Table 2 are acquired
from references online and some of them are tested.

Material Thermal conductivity Heat capacity
[mW/mm* ◦C] [mJ/(t* ◦C)]

Al 117 9.2e8
Pcb 120 7.0e8
GD414 2 6.0e8
BGO 120 7.0e8
Cu 383.8 3.9e8

Table 2: Thermal parameters

With the on-orbit conditions given by the satellite, we
calculate the temperature distribution of all parts. Condi-
tions are as follows:

• FEE:each pcb is 2.5W inside which FPGA 1.5W and
others in VA/TA 1.0 W and all in good contact,

• HV-Fanout: power consumption will be negligible
as each gets only 10 mW,

• PMT: As in Figure 3, base1 acounts 20mw and
base2 15 mw and it will be conducted through
GD414 to the purple beam ,

According to payload running schedule ,FEE and PMT
base will be running all the time so we set the stable work-
ing time as 40min and the initial temperature at the Fara-
day case which holds the heat pipe to the radiant panel will
be set at 20 given by satellites; The FEM results are ac-
quired by the computer with hyper-mesh.

Figure 7: Temperature distribution of FEE with Faraday
case

Figure 8: Temperature distribution of PMT

From the Figure 7 ,Figure 8 and Figure 9, we can find
that BGO temperature is similarly kept at 20 ◦C unchanged

Figure 9: Temperature distribution of BGO(half length)

while FEE temperature gets the highest 23.6 ◦C around the
power supply chip; The pictures also depict that the second
and third FEE board temperature is higher than the top and
bottom FEE as expected for its indirect conduction of heat
on PMT base. Whereas, PMT base gets 21.6 ◦C highest in
the middle. Also BGO coupled with PMT with short pur-
ple block gets higher for its indirect conduction to the Fara-
day case. From the distribution of BGO calorimeter, we
would conclude that BGO crystal acquires a good photo-
yield and PMT works in quite good conditions. Thus, the
thermal structure design could meet the demands of the
BGO calorimeter detect.

4 Conclusions
Based on the requirements of the BGO calorimeter, we de-
sign the thermal structure and carry out thermal analysis
. The results show that thermal structure design of BGO
calorimeter meets the demands to protect the calorimeter
from damage though only temperature distribution of BGO
crystals and PMTs are discussed. Next step we will firstly
modified the FEA modal with experimental data by ther-
mal vacuum test and then more analysis will be done with
the detailed condition.
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